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Real-time, In-cab Safety Coaching
Zonar Coach™ is an advanced driver-assistance system (ADAS) that 
provides real-time audible warnings so drivers can take corrective 
action when they exceed posted speed limits, roll through stop 
signs, tailgate, brake too hard, corner too fast or rapidly accelerate. 
The Coach approach is different than competing solutions because 
we provide the drivers with an opportunity to correct their action 
immediately after the audible warning before an incident is  
recorded or applied against their daily scorecard.

Contextual Evidence
Zonar Coach uses a forward-facing camera with computer vision and 
advanced machine learning algorithms to recognize driver behavior, 
provide real-time coaching and enable performance scoring. It 
captures key events, which can be reviewed to see what about the 
driver’s behavior could be improved. And, in the event of an incident, 
it can help defend against fraudulent claims.

Driver Focused
Enable drivers to proactively monitor their own performance with 
an easy-to-use dashboard on the Zonar Connect™ tablet. Drivers can 
monitor their improvements and see how they benchmark against 
the fleet. Managers have their own web portal to monitor drivers and 
fleet performance, with tools to customize scoring thresholds and 
analyze trends.  

Connect Your Operation 
Optimize Coach by leveraging Zonar’s other fleet management 
solutions to digitize your operation in one comprehensive platform.

Features and Capabilities
• Real-time audible coaching
• Event-based driver scorecard
• Visual analytics and G-sensor based

event detection with warning
audible sensors

• Video and photographic evidence of
incidents for driver accountability
and exoneration

• Mapped location of incidents
• Trip summary reports
• Admin web portal
• 24/7/365 U.S.-based customer care
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https://www.zonarsystems.com/solutions/driver-coaching/?rel=coachB
https://www.zonarsystems.com/solutions/connect-tablet/?rel=coachB
https://www.zonarsystems.com/?rel=coachB



